
Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
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Introduction to the Composite chart

If you’re serious about exploring how astrology can help you understand the most
important relationships in your life, you’ll want to explore the details of a composite chart.

If you’ve searched the internet for information on astrology and relationships, chances are
you’ve seen information about Synastry. While this is a helpful avenue to explore and
understand how your natal chart impacts the natal chart of a love interest, there is still part
of the picture missing.

The Composite chart in astrology fulfills a unique need by showing you the potential of
the actual relationship. Where Synastry explores each partner’s natal chart and how they
trigger and align with each other, the Composite chart uses calculations of the midpoints
of each chart to create a completely separate chart. This is the “natal chart” of the
relationship.

By examining the Composite chart, you can learn what strengths the relationship brings
out for both partners. A Composite chart can also show the challenges a relationship holds
and how a relationship may trigger growth, evolution and awakenings for both partner.

One example of a key aspect of the Composite chart is to examine the placement of
Venus. This can signify how the relationship brings out the compassion, beauty and
attraction potential for each partner. Mars in the Composite chart shows how each partner
can motivate each other to take initiative and can also describe the passion in the
relationship.

The Composite chart of a couple that is outgoing and popular may have key planets in the
sign of Leo or in the fifth house. A relationship that is destined to involve home and
family may have important planets in Cancer or in the fourth house.

Another difference between the Composite chart and the Natal or Synastry chart is that a
Composite chart specifically focuses on the relationship dynamics and therefore is not
about one or the other partner, but rather about what is triggered when both partners
interact with each other.
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Composite chart - Planets sorted by importance
Planet Value

I (Uranus) 79
T (Mars) 60

U (Saturn) 57
E (Mercury) 45

W (Moon) 44
P (Pluto) 41

O (Neptune) 41
Q (Sun) 40

Y (Jupiter) 37
R (Venus) 25
C (Ceres) 21
N (Vesta) 20

(Pholus) 19
V (Pallas) 18
B (Juno) 16

{ (True Lunar Node) 14
M (Chiron) 12

(Eros) 11
` (Lilith) 10
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Composite chart - Planets in signs and aspects
Planet 1 Position Aspect Planet 2 Position
Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z (sesqui-quadrate) 1;54' W (Moon) 12 ;12'h

Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z (sextile) 2;53' Y (Jupiter) 26 ;12'k

Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z (semi-square) 0;4' U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c

Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z (conjunction) 2;38' I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z

Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z (conjunction) 5;57' O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z

Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z (sextile) 0;26' P (Pluto) 28 ;39'k

Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z (trine) 2;57' ` (Lilith) 2 ;3'd

Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z (square) 3;11' X (Midheaven) 2 ;18'k

W (Moon) 12 ;12'h (sesqui-quadrate) 1;54' Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z

W (Moon) 12 ;12'h (trine) 3;50' E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z

W (Moon) 12 ;12'h (sextile) 3;48' R (Venus) 8 ;23'f

W (Moon) 12 ;12'h (semi-sextile) 0;40' T (Mars) 11 ;32'g

W (Moon) 12 ;12'h (opposition) 1;58' U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c

W (Moon) 12 ;12'h (sesqui-quadrate) 0;44' I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z

W (Moon) 12 ;12'h (sextile) 1;30' { (True Node) 10 ;41'k

W (Moon) 12 ;12'h (quincunx) 0;20' C (Ceres) 11 ;51'x

W (Moon) 12 ;12'h (conjunction) 1;44' (Pholus) 10 ;27'h

W (Moon) 12 ;12'h (trine) 4;30' Z (Ascendant) 16 ;42'z

E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z (trine) 3;50' W (Moon) 12 ;12'h

E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z (opposition) 7;39' R (Venus) 8 ;23'f

E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z (sextile) 1;52' U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c

E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z (conjunction) 7;5' O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z

E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z (conjunction) 0;36' V (Pallas) 15 ;26'z

E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z (conjunction) 0;39' Z (Ascendant) 16 ;42'z

R (Venus) 8 ;23'f (sextile) 3;48' W (Moon) 12 ;12'h

R (Venus) 8 ;23'f (opposition) 7;39' E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z

R (Venus) 8 ;23'f (trine) 5;47' U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c

R (Venus) 8 ;23'f (trine) 2;18' { (True Node) 10 ;41'k

R (Venus) 8 ;23'f (sextile) 2;3' (Pholus) 10 ;27'h
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Planet 1 Position Aspect Planet 2 Position
R (Venus) 8 ;23'f (opposition) 2;9' (Eros) 6 ;13'z

T (Mars) 11 ;32'g (semi-sextile) 0;40' W (Moon) 12 ;12'h

T (Mars) 11 ;32'g (square) 0;50' { (True Node) 10 ;41'k

T (Mars) 11 ;32'g (opposition) 0;19' C (Ceres) 11 ;51'x

Y (Jupiter) 26 ;12'k (sextile) 2;53' Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z

Y (Jupiter) 26 ;12'k (sextile) 0;15' I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z

Y (Jupiter) 26 ;12'k (sextile) 3;4' O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z

Y (Jupiter) 26 ;12'k (conjunction) 2;27' P (Pluto) 28 ;39'k

Y (Jupiter) 26 ;12'k (opposition) 1;35' B (Juno) 24 ;37's

U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c (semi-square) 0;4' Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z

U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c (opposition) 1;58' W (Moon) 12 ;12'h

U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c (sextile) 1;52' E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z

U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c (trine) 5;47' R (Venus) 8 ;23'f

U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c (trine) 3;28' { (True Node) 10 ;41'k

U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c (sextile) 1;15' V (Pallas) 15 ;26'z

U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c (opposition) 3;43' (Pholus) 10 ;27'h

U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c (sextile) 2;31' Z (Ascendant) 16 ;42'z

I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z (conjunction) 2;38' Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z

I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z (sesqui-quadrate) 0;44' W (Moon) 12 ;12'h

I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z (sextile) 0;15' Y (Jupiter) 26 ;12'k

I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z (conjunction) 3;19' O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z

I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z (sextile) 2;12' P (Pluto) 28 ;39'k

I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z (trine) 1;50' B (Juno) 24 ;37's

I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z (conjunction) 9;45' Z (Ascendant) 16 ;42'z

I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z (square) 5;50' X (Midheaven) 2 ;18'k

O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z (conjunction) 5;57' Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z

O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z (conjunction) 7;5' E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z

O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z (sextile) 3;4' Y (Jupiter) 26 ;12'k

O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z (conjunction) 3;19' I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z

O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z (trine) 2;44' M (Chiron) 20 ;24'h
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Planet 1 Position Aspect Planet 2 Position
O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z (trine) 1;28' B (Juno) 24 ;37's

O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z (conjunction) 1;42' N (Vesta) 21 ;25'z

O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z (conjunction) 6;26' Z (Ascendant) 16 ;42'z

P (Pluto) 28 ;39'k (sextile) 0;26' Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z

P (Pluto) 28 ;39'k (conjunction) 2;27' Y (Jupiter) 26 ;12'k

P (Pluto) 28 ;39'k (sextile) 2;12' I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z

P (Pluto) 28 ;39'k (opposition) 3;24' ` (Lilith) 2 ;3'd

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k (sextile) 1;30' W (Moon) 12 ;12'h

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k (trine) 2;18' R (Venus) 8 ;23'f

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k (square) 0;50' T (Mars) 11 ;32'g

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k (trine) 3;28' U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k (square) 1;9' C (Ceres) 11 ;51'x

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k (sextile) 0;14' (Pholus) 10 ;27'h

{ (True Node) 10 ;41'k (conjunction) 8;23' X (Midheaven) 2 ;18'k

M (Chiron) 20 ;24'h (trine) 2;44' O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z

M (Chiron) 20 ;24'h (trine) 1;1' N (Vesta) 21 ;25'z

` (Lilith) 2 ;3'd (trine) 2;57' Q (Sun) 29 ;6'z

` (Lilith) 2 ;3'd (opposition) 3;24' P (Pluto) 28 ;39'k

` (Lilith) 2 ;3'd (quincunx) 0;14' X (Midheaven) 2 ;18'k

C (Ceres) 11 ;51'x (quincunx) 0;20' W (Moon) 12 ;12'h

C (Ceres) 11 ;51'x (opposition) 0;19' T (Mars) 11 ;32'g

C (Ceres) 11 ;51'x (square) 1;9' { (True Node) 10 ;41'k

C (Ceres) 11 ;51'x (quincunx) 1;24' (Pholus) 10 ;27'h

V (Pallas) 15 ;26'z (conjunction) 0;36' E (Mercury) 16 ;3'z

V (Pallas) 15 ;26'z (sextile) 1;15' U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c

V (Pallas) 15 ;26'z (conjunction) 1;16' Z (Ascendant) 16 ;42'z

B (Juno) 24 ;37's (opposition) 1;35' Y (Jupiter) 26 ;12'k

B (Juno) 24 ;37's (trine) 1;50' I (Uranus) 26 ;27'z

B (Juno) 24 ;37's (trine) 1;28' O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z

N (Vesta) 21 ;25'z (conjunction) 1;42' O (Neptune) 23 ;8'z
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Planet 1 Position Aspect Planet 2 Position
N (Vesta) 21 ;25'z (trine) 1;1' M (Chiron) 20 ;24'h

N (Vesta) 21 ;25'z (conjunction) 4;43' Z (Ascendant) 16 ;42'z

(Pholus) 10 ;27'h (conjunction) 1;44' W (Moon) 12 ;12'h

(Pholus) 10 ;27'h (sextile) 2;3' R (Venus) 8 ;23'f

(Pholus) 10 ;27'h (opposition) 3;43' U (Saturn) 14 ;10'c

(Pholus) 10 ;27'h (sextile) 0;14' { (True Node) 10 ;41'k

(Pholus) 10 ;27'h (quincunx) 1;24' C (Ceres) 11 ;51'x

(Eros) 6 ;13'z (opposition) 2;9' R (Venus) 8 ;23'f
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Your synastry aspects
Alice Position Aspect Bob Position

Q (Sun) 12 ;29'k (semi-square) 0;11' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

Q (Sun) 12 ;29'k (trine) 5;29' E (Mercury) 17 ;58'c

Q (Sun) 12 ;29'k (trine) 0;38' B (Juno) 13 ;7'f

Q (Sun) 12 ;29'k (square) 2;39' N (Vesta) 15 ;8'x

Q (Sun) 12 ;29'k (square) 0;24' (Pholus) 12 ;54'g

W (Moon) 26 ;43'g (semi-sextile) 0;57' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

W (Moon) 26 ;43'g (opposition) 0;18' U (Saturn) 27 ;1'x

W (Moon) 26 ;43'g (square) 1;35' P (Pluto) 25 ;7'k

W (Moon) 26 ;43'g (quincunx) 0;14' C (Ceres) 26 ;57'c

W (Moon) 26 ;43'g (opposition) 0;45' V (Pallas) 27 ;28'x

W (Moon) 26 ;43'g (quincunx) 1;50' (Eros) 28 ;33'z

E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k (quincunx) 1;36' Q (Sun) 15 ;43'a

E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k (trine) 3;51' E (Mercury) 17 ;58'c

E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k (semi-sextile) 0;13' { (True Node) 13 ;53'l

E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k (trine) 0;59' B (Juno) 13 ;7'f

E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k (square) 1;1' N (Vesta) 15 ;8'x

E (Mercury) 14 ;7'k (square) 1;13' (Pholus) 12 ;54'g

R (Venus) 7 ;25'j (conjunction) 9;44' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

R (Venus) 7 ;25'j (opposition) 1;56' R (Venus) 9 ;21'a

R (Venus) 7 ;25'j (conjunction) 1;35' Y (Jupiter) 9 ;1'j

T (Mars) 2 ;56'h (opposition) 5;54' U (Saturn) 27 ;1'x

Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z (square) 2;19' Q (Sun) 15 ;43'a

Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z (sextile) 4;34' E (Mercury) 17 ;58'c

Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z (square) 4;1' R (Venus) 9 ;21'a

Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z (opposition) 6;44' T (Mars) 20 ;7'f

Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z (square) 4;22' Y (Jupiter) 9 ;1'j

Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z (conjunction) 7;40' O (Neptune) 21 ;4'z

Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z (semi-sextile) 0;30' { (True Node) 13 ;53'l

Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z (opposition) 0;16' B (Juno) 13 ;7'f
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Alice Position Aspect Bob Position
Y (Jupiter) 13 ;23'z (quincunx) 0;29' (Pholus) 12 ;54'g

U (Saturn) 1 ;19'a (opposition) 3;38' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

U (Saturn) 1 ;19'a (opposition) 7;41' Y (Jupiter) 9 ;1'j

U (Saturn) 1 ;19'a (conjunction) 4;22' C (Ceres) 26 ;57'c

U (Saturn) 1 ;19'a (sextile) 2;46' (Eros) 28 ;33'z

U (Saturn) 1 ;19'a (semi-sextile) 0;47' Z (Ascendant) 0 ;32'c

I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x (trine) 3;14' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x (conjunction) 2;21' (Eros) 28 ;33'z

I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x (semi-sextile) 0;22' Z (Ascendant) 0 ;32'c

I (Uranus) 0 ;55'x (semi-square) 0;28' X (Midheaven) 16 ;24'l

O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z (trine) 2;28' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z (opposition) 5;4' T (Mars) 20 ;7'f

O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z (conjunction) 3;12' I (Uranus) 22 ;0'z

O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z (conjunction) 4;8' O (Neptune) 21 ;4'z

O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z (sextile) 0;4' P (Pluto) 25 ;7'k

O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z (sextile) 1;45' C (Ceres) 26 ;57'c

O (Neptune) 25 ;12'z (conjunction) 3;21' (Eros) 28 ;33'z

P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l (sesqui-quadrate) 1;28' Q (Sun) 15 ;43'a

P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l (sextile) 4;31' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l (square) 5;10' U (Saturn) 27 ;1'x

P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l (conjunction) 7;4' P (Pluto) 25 ;7'k

P (Pluto) 2 ;12'l (square) 1;39' Z (Ascendant) 0 ;32'c

{ (True Node) 7 ;30'j (conjunction) 9;49' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

{ (True Node) 7 ;30'j (opposition) 1;51' R (Venus) 9 ;21'a

{ (True Node) 7 ;30'j (conjunction) 1;31' Y (Jupiter) 9 ;1'j

M (Chiron) 23 ;30'j (square) 1;29' I (Uranus) 22 ;0'z

M (Chiron) 23 ;30'j (square) 2;26' O (Neptune) 21 ;4'z

` (Lilith) 15 ;2'g (trine) 0;41' Q (Sun) 15 ;43'a

` (Lilith) 15 ;2'g (trine) 1;8' { (True Node) 13 ;53'l

` (Lilith) 15 ;2'g (conjunction) 2;16' M (Chiron) 17 ;18'g
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Alice Position Aspect Bob Position
` (Lilith) 15 ;2'g (opposition) 0;6' N (Vesta) 15 ;8'x

` (Lilith) 15 ;2'g (conjunction) 2;7' (Pholus) 12 ;54'g

` (Lilith) 15 ;2'g (trine) 1;22' X (Midheaven) 16 ;24'l

C (Ceres) 26 ;45'l (square) 0;55' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

C (Ceres) 26 ;45'l (sextile) 0;16' U (Saturn) 27 ;1'x

C (Ceres) 26 ;45'l (square) 0;12' C (Ceres) 26 ;57'c

C (Ceres) 26 ;45'l (sextile) 0;42' V (Pallas) 27 ;28'x

V (Pallas) 3 ;23'l (square) 2;51' Z (Ascendant) 0 ;32'c

B (Juno) 6 ;6'a (conjunction) 3;15' R (Venus) 9 ;21'a

B (Juno) 6 ;6'a (opposition) 2;54' Y (Jupiter) 9 ;1'j

N (Vesta) 27 ;42'l (square) 0;1' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

N (Vesta) 27 ;42'l (sextile) 0;40' U (Saturn) 27 ;1'x

N (Vesta) 27 ;42'l (square) 0;44' C (Ceres) 26 ;57'c

N (Vesta) 27 ;42'l (sextile) 0;14' V (Pallas) 27 ;28'x

N (Vesta) 27 ;42'l (sextile) 2;49' Z (Ascendant) 0 ;32'c

(Pholus) 8 ;0'j (opposition) 1;21' R (Venus) 9 ;21'a

(Pholus) 8 ;0'j (conjunction) 1;0' Y (Jupiter) 9 ;1'j

(Eros) 13 ;54'l (trine) 1;49' Q (Sun) 15 ;43'a

(Eros) 13 ;54'l (conjunction) 0;0' { (True Node) 13 ;53'l

(Eros) 13 ;54'l (quincunx) 0;47' B (Juno) 13 ;7'f

(Eros) 13 ;54'l (sextile) 1;14' N (Vesta) 15 ;8'x

(Eros) 13 ;54'l (trine) 1;0' (Pholus) 12 ;54'g

(Eros) 13 ;54'l (conjunction) 2;29' X (Midheaven) 16 ;24'l

Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l (square) 5;50' U (Saturn) 27 ;1'x

Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l (conjunction) 7;44' P (Pluto) 25 ;7'k

Z (Ascendant) 2 ;52'l (square) 2;19' Z (Ascendant) 0 ;32'c

X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h (conjunction) 9;28' W (Moon) 27 ;40'h

X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h (sextile) 1;55' T (Mars) 20 ;7'f

X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h (trine) 3;48' I (Uranus) 22 ;0'z

X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h (trine) 2;51' O (Neptune) 21 ;4'z
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Alice Position Aspect Bob Position
X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h (square) 4;18' { (True Node) 13 ;53'l

X (Midheaven) 18 ;12'h (square) 1;48' X (Midheaven) 16 ;24'l
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Synastry - Alice's planets in Bob's natal houses
Planet Value

Q (Sun) 8
W (Moon) 6

E (Mercury) 8
R (Venus) 7
T (Mars) 7

Y (Jupiter) 11
U (Saturn) 1
I (Uranus) 12

O (Neptune) 11
P (Pluto) 9

{ (True Lunar Node) 7
M (Chiron) 7
` (Lilith) 6
C (Ceres) 10
V (Pallas) 9
B (Juno) 1
N (Vesta) 10

(Pholus) 7
(Eros) 9
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Synastry - Bob's planets in Alice's natal houses
Planet Value

Q (Sun) 4
W (Moon) 10

E (Mercury) 3
R (Venus) 4
T (Mars) 8

Y (Jupiter) 10
U (Saturn) 3
I (Uranus) 2

O (Neptune) 2
P (Pluto) 12

{ (True Lunar Node) 1
M (Chiron) 9
` (Lilith) 4
C (Ceres) 4
V (Pallas) 3
B (Juno) 8
N (Vesta) 3

(Pholus) 9
(Eros) 2
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Introduction to Composite aspects

The term “aspect” is used in Astrology to describe the distance in degrees between
different planets or points in an Astrological Chart. But it’s not really just about the
degrees of difference.

Aspects actually describe the energy travels between planets. In a Composite chart, the
aspects are important because they reveal how much the relationship brings smooth
opportunities, friction, motivation, or the need for adjustment.

Aspects such as a conjunction can imply that two planets merge their powers together and
enhance the energy of each planet. In a Composite chart where Sun and Venus are
conjunct can signify a relationship in which both partners bring out each other’s beauty,
attraction power, charm and love of peace and harmony.

Other aspects that describe an easy or fortunate flow of energy are sextiles and trines.
These aspects show planets working well together to bring out their gifts in the
relationship.

A Composite chart with Mars trine Saturn can show a relationship in which the couple
easily manifest their passions and desires through hard work and diligence.

Not all aspects show favorable flow of energy. A square, opposition, or quincunx can
indicate frustrating tension that can lead to turbulence in the relationship. Yet this isn’t a
bad thing.
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Conflictual aspects in the Composite chart can show a relationship that requires challenges
to be overcome or brings out each partner’s strengths or determination.
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Your composite aspects

How do we communicate about who we are as a couple?

You both may feel immediately drawn to each other because of shared ideas.

It’s easy for you both to talk to each other and you can be authentic about your true
identity without feeling like you have to stifle any part of your ideas and beliefs.

This is a great relationship for both of you to find acceptance and encouragement. You
may be able to talk for hours and never run out of things to say to each other.

You are also both likely to charm each other just by being true to yourselves and sharing
your ideas with each other.

Your conversations can help shape each other’s sense of identity and personal ambitions.
As a couple, your sense of identity is influenced by sharing ideas and teaching each other
to embrace new interests.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between Mercury 16° 3' in Capricorn and
Ascendant 16° 42' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we openly inspire each other to be transparent in our
shared fight for a just cause?

The two of you may be brought together to fight for a just cause.

This relationship may be based on your shared need to express your unique vision and
intuition. You have a unique sense of right and wrong and easily fall in line with each
other’s strategies and ideals.

This relationship may be centered on fighting for issues about which you both are
passionate. You can help each other to express your mission and passions in unique and
creative ways as well.

Through this relationship you may both be emboldened to stand up for a cause and rally
others to your mission. You can also find it easy to claim your power and inner wisdom as
you have each other’s full acceptance and support.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between Pallas 15° 26' in Capricorn and
Ascendant 16° 42' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we inspire each other to make dramatic changes?

The two of you are brought together under unusual circumstances.

You may seem like an unorthodox couple and there may be something strange or eccentric
about your relationship.

You encourage each other to amplify your individual strengths and neither of you will
conform. Even for the sake of the relationship, you both admire each other’s ability to
stand your own ground.

The two of you easily inspire each other to embrace change. You may even both go to
extremes when you’re faced with new opportunities.

Yet this can also be an exciting and inspiring relationship. You both help each other
envision new possibilities.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between Sun 29° 6' in Capricorn and
Uranus 26° 27' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help elevate each other’s career and public image?

You are both likely to motivate each other in career but your relationship can be
challenging.

You may have to make adjustments to your expectations in order to succeed as a couple.
Your relationship may also raise eyebrows or cause controversy publicly.

You may seem to others to be mismatched and this relationship can subject you both to
some kind of scandal that can blemish your reputations.

Yet this just brings more excitement to the forefront and may make you both desire each
other more.

This relationship can challenge you both to overcome insecurities and pursue your career
ambitions.

This answer is related to a composite square between Sun 29° 6' in Capricorn and
Midheaven 2° 18' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we empower each other’s strategies and plans as mentors
in the relationship?

You are both intellectually gifted and have a knack for helping each other recognize
patterns that others would miss.

You can also help to fuel each other’s passion and creativity. In this relationship, you can
easily encourage each other to work toward an important mission.

You help empower each other’s strategies and together you can more easily solve problems
than either of you would alone.

You bring out each other’s intellectual strengths and can be a great pair in romance,
friendship, and as collaborators in business or on shared projects.

This relationship shows you both how to blend your intuition and keen observation skills
to accomplish your goals.

When you work together, you can take on any battle and remain strong, committed and
focused. This relationship helps you both overcome obstacles through sharpening your
intellect and inspiring your motivation.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between Mercury 16° 3' in Capricorn and
Pallas 15° 26' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we find security and emotional support during dramatic
upheavals and milestones?

You have a strong emotional connection to each other and your relationship may be fused
because of dramatic turning points.

You know you can count on each other and you may even fall into the habit of trauma
bonding. This can be a comforting and emotionally supportive relationship even in spite of
dramatic events you both endure.

In fact, sometimes because of your shared ability to endure these significant events, you
look to each other for support and validation.

This can be an empowering placement for family, romance and friendships. You are both
able to intuitively discern each other’s needs during times of upheaval and crisis.

You may also share a common challenge or milestone related to unexpected losses or
crises pertaining to family relationships.

Whatever hardships you both face, you are always able to show your vulnerability and help
to nurture each other.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between Moon 12° 12' in Virgo and Pholus
10° 27' in Virgo

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we openly express compassion and empathy?

The two of you have an obvious deep, spiritual connection.

You easily express your empathy and compassion not only for each other but for others.
It’s evident that you are a deeply empathic and caring couple.

You may make it physically evident that you care about each other, openly demonstrating
your affection for each other for example.

This relationship brings your shared sensitivity and vulnerability to the surface. You both
find ways to nurture each other’s deeper feelings and may openly share your feelings for
each other.

You’ll both go to creative lengths to express your love for each other. You openly show
your compassion and connection to each other and don’t keep it a secret that you are
deeply connected to each other.

You may even dress alike or take on similarities in you physical appearance to
demonstrate your connection and love for each other.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between Neptune 23° 8' in Capricorn and
Ascendant 16° 42' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help to bring each other’s feelings and instincts into
formation?

You can initially find it difficult to blend your instincts and intuition and manifest your
shared goals.

Both of you need to work to find balance in this relationship, otherwise you run the risk of
stifling each other’s emotional needs.

You may find it difficult holding space for each other’s emotional needs and if you are too
quick to expect rationality and practicality you may gloss over each other’s deeper desires.

This relationship can bring significant karmic lessons that help you both find validation
for your feelings and subconscious desires.

You don’t easily help each other manifest your desires at first but with practice and
patience you can both find ways to motivate each other to succeed. 

This answer is related to a composite opposition between Moon 12° 12' in Virgo and Saturn
14° 10' in Pisces

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we nurture each other’s passions and ambitions?

You may both have difficulty expressing your nurturing side in this relationship.

This is a great relationship for helping to motivate each other though you may both
instigate each other and push each other’s buttons.

You can both have difficulty letting your guard down and can unintentionally trigger each
other’s resentments and anger.

This relationship can put you both on edge. You’ll need to challenge each other to let your
guard down and show your soft, caring and nurturing side.

This relationship challenges you both to find a balance between your compassionate and
sensitive nature and your determined and ambitious nature.

This answer is related to a composite opposition between Mars 11° 32' in Leo and Ceres 11°
51' in Aquarius

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we commit to helping each other fulfill personal
ambitions?

This relationship easily draws on practical wisdom and commitment to help each other
succeed.

You can both find it easy to invest in each partner’s personal goals and successes. You
both are willing to sacrifice personally so that you can show full support to the other.

Through this relationship, you can both set a solid foundation and commit to enduring ups
and downs together while steadily focusing on helping each other complete a mission that
is important to you both.

You may be instrumental in helping each other find the discipline and patience needed to
live up to your ideals.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Saturn 14° 10' in Pisces and Ascendant
16° 42' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we devote ourselves to a higher mission that involves self-
sacrifice?

You are both deeply devoted to each other’s dreams and vision.

This relationship captivates you both and you both easily devote yourselves to helping each
other’s hopes and dreams. You can both find it easy to give up your own personal
ambitions.

This relationship inspires the two of you to trade your personals desires in order to align
with each other’s higher purpose.

You can easily work together to explore romance, mysticism and emotional healing.
Though you may both have to make personal sacrifices in this relationship you can also
find deep healing.

This relationship may also lead you two to drop your defenses. You may become so
enmeshed with each other that you enable each other’s wounds if you’re not careful.

This relationship can also lead you both to fall into patterns of martyrdom. Self sabotage is
an issue to be careful to avoid in this relationship.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between Neptune 23° 8' in Capricorn and
Vesta 21° 25' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring powerful transformation into each other’s
lives?

You bring intense and dramatic change into each other’s lives.

Although your relationship can reveal hidden fears or bring each other’s secrets to the
surface, you’ll both likely embrace this transformation rather than hiding from it.

Through this relationship, you both find empowerment. You may have an instant sexual
attraction and recognize that when you work together your personal strengths are
accentuated.

You may help each other navigate losses and because of your connection to each other,
you can both experience psychological healing and release of past wounds.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Sun 29° 6' in Capricorn and Pluto 28°
39' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How does this relationship help us nurture each other’s
ambitions and personal goals?

You are both easily able to nurture each other and can intuitively sense what each partner
needs in order to feel seen and validated.

This is a great relationship for friendship and romance. You are both likely to feel secure
promoting each other’s goals and ambitions.

To others, you may seem like a perfect romantic couple. You are both likely to try to
encourage each other to use your unique gifts and talents.

This is also a great relationship for expressing unconditional love. You can be openly
vulnerable together and find the support you both need in this relationship.

This answer is related to a composite trine between Moon 12° 12' in Virgo and Ascendant
16° 42' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help each other transform powerful beliefs and
ideals?

You are both intensely opinionated and may be attached to your beliefs and ideals.

Yet through this relationship, you can both have an influential impact on each other. You
can empower each other’s confidence.

You can also encourage each other to make dramatic changes, letting go of the past and
finding the confidence to start over.

You may enter each other’s lives at a critical moment when change and release are needed.
Through your connection, you are likely to help each other rise above limitations and
transform your shared vision.

This process may involve a significant change in beliefs as well. You’re both instrumental
in helping to expand each other’s influence and change each other’s ideals.

You may help each other through a phase of loss and rebirth, but even then, you’re likely
to bring out each other’s potential for good fortune and success.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between Jupiter 26° 12' in Scorpio and
Pluto 28° 39' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we express our raw power through our career and
reputations?

You have an intense connection to each other and your sexual chemistry can clash with
your career path or public reputation.

You may both have to work to overcome social constrictions and judgments. You help
each other to find the confidence and find the liberation and freedom to express your
sexual ideals.

This relationship can help you both draw on your raw inner power and create a unique and
individualistic path to success.

When you both help each other face and work through insecurities and fears you can come
to accept your repressed feelings and fantasies. This can help free you both to pursue the
career path you were both meant to embark on.

This answer is related to a composite quincunx between Lilith 2° 3' in Gemini and
Midheaven 2° 18' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do unprecedented catastrophes influence our shared
purpose?

You are both easily able to make the most out of dramatic turning points and crises.

In the midst of unprecedented crises, you are both able to support each other’s evolution
and growth. You can help each other move toward a higher shared purpose.

This relationship can also help you both release your connection to the past and completely
recreate your shared path in a harmonious way.

You can both help to encourage each other to move toward a new vision. This relationship
is key to helping you both make sense and make the most of dramatic turning points and
catastrophes.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between True Lunar Node 10° 41' in Scorpio
and Pholus 10° 27' in Virgo

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we inspire each other’s confidence and commitment?

This relationship can be empowering, uplifting and inspiring but it’s difficult for the two
of you to narrow down a commitment from each other.

You may both wander far from each other and there can be discrepancies between what
each of you really wants from the relationship. One of you may be content to keep the
home fires burning while the other becomes restless.

Loyalty and commitment can be a challenge in the relationship. You both are drawn to
each other and feel empowered in the relationship.

Yet there is a need for you both to be clear and honest with each other about your desires
when it comes to establishing boundaries and expectations for commitment and security.

This partnership can challenge you both to assert your needs for space and independence
while also not letting each other down or betraying each other’s desires for commitment.

This answer is related to a composite opposition between Jupiter 26° 12' in Scorpio and Juno
24° 37' in Taurus

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring healing and compassion into each other’s lives?

You both are drawn to each other and may share a mystical connection.

You are attracted to each other on a deep, emotional level. You may blur the lines between
healthy love and codependency. Though you are in each other’s lives to bring opportunities
for healing, you may also get stuck in a cycle of enabling.

Each of you needs to practice boundaries without fearing abandonment. Otherwise, you’re
both likely to become enmeshed in the relationship.

You may both easily lose your sense of identity in the partnership as well. You are both
entranced by each other.

In fact, you may automatically fall in love at first sight or become completely obsessed
with each other.

It’s easy for you both to forego your own autonomy and boundaries in order to elevate the
relationship. You may even prioritize each other’s emotional needs over your own goals.

It’s easy for you to both project your fantasies onto each other. Be careful not to get lost in
the dreams and desires you have of each other.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between Sun 29° 6' in Capricorn and
Neptune 23° 8' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we encourage and motivate each other to fulfill our
destiny?

This relationship can help you both find your true purpose and challenge each other to
take chances.

Though this relationship may be marked by restlessness and friction, you are both in each
other’s lives to help each other advance.

If you both cling to the past and avoid innovation and personal growth, the relationship
may continue to devolve into frustrations and arguments.

Yet this is because you are meant to bring motivation and encouragement into each other’s
lives.

Your connection is supposed to motivate you both to stretch beyond your comfort zone
and strive toward new opportunities. If either of you resists this urge to advance, you may
end up projecting your fears and anxieties onto each other.

This answer is related to a composite square between Mars 11° 32' in Leo and True Lunar
Node 10° 41' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring exciting, futuristic and innovative vision into
the relationship?

You are both likely to easily fuel each other’s dreams and visions.

You’re both futuristic, always finding lucky breaks and fortunate ways to land on your
feet. This relationship can be filled with unusual and lucky twists and turns.

Through your connection to each other, you are easily able to advance professionally,
following your ideals and vision even if you break with convention.

Neither one of you is afraid to rock the boat and rather than being ridiculed, as a couple,
you’re likely to be commended for your courage and unorthodox vision.

You can help each other to make dramatic changes and even when it seems like you’re
taking big risks, you always help each other to land on your feet and succeed.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Jupiter 26° 12' in Scorpio and Uranus
26° 27' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we blend romantic and erotic love in this relationship?

You are both likely to be obsessed with each other.

It will be important for you both to be mindful not to fetishize each other. Part of the
infatuation you have for each other is based on each of your physical beauty.

Yet there is potential for a strong emotional and romantic bond. It will take some effort,
but the two of you can balance emotional and sexual connection.

Yet this is not always easy. You both need to put some effort into nurturing the love and
admiration for each other’s personalities and romantic side.

If you can both avoid getting carried away by the sexual connection and can keep the
sexual aspect of the relationship from eclipsing the emotional side of the relationship, this
can be a highly satisfying and exciting relationship.

This answer is related to a composite opposition between Venus 8° 23' in Cancer and Eros 6°
13' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we intuitively nurture each other’s emotional needs?

The two of you may want to nurture and care for each other but feel at a loss as to how to
start.

Your own emotions being stifled can also hinder both of your ability to care for and take
care of each other. Through this relationship, you can both learn to express your nurturing
and affectionate side.

You may both try to shut down emotionally or then go to extremes of being too
smothering to each other, but eventually you can both find the confidence to act as
caregivers in the relationship.

This can help you both become comfortable asserting your own needs for emotional
comfort while also nurturing each other on a physical and emotional level.

This answer is related to a composite quincunx between Moon 12° 12' in Virgo and Ceres
11° 51' in Aquarius

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How does our devotion to service relate to our healing path?

You are both likely to fuel each other’s desires for healing and higher understanding.

This relationship helps you both overcome your deep-seated wounds and traumas as you
can help each other awaken to a higher purpose.

You can help each other make sacrifices that help you align with your spiritual ideals and
beliefs. The two of you can help each other instill practices that help you fulfill your
spiritual mission.

Through your connection to each other you can come to help each other express your
devotion to a higher calling involving service to others’ healing. You may also both help
each other find purpose and meaning in your past wounds and traumas.

This answer is related to a composite trine between Chiron 20° 24' in Virgo and Vesta 21°
25' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we nurture each other’s purpose and destiny in this
relationship?

Neither of you has to work hard to convince the other that change is needed.

Through this relationship you can both inspire each other to follow your destiny and find
your purpose.

Even when it comes to taking chances or making risky decisions, you are both able to
encourage each other to take a new approach to success.

You are both able to encourage each other’s creativity and through this relationship you
can each help to promote each other’s growth and revolution.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Moon 12° 12' in Virgo and True Lunar
Node 10° 41' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How does our shared purpose relate to our public reputation or
career?

The two of you are likely to share a higher purpose that completely aligns with your public
reputation and career path.

You may both seem obviously destined to fulfill a specific mission and your shared talents
and reputation are perfect for the two of you to enact your destiny.

Whether you have a shared role in politics or are leaders with great influence, it’s easy for
the two of you to reach large numbers of people and spread your message.

Your ideals and higher purpose are easily exposed through your shared leadership. You
may both easily convey your message and purpose to the public and your career is another
vehicle for the two of you to fulfill your mission.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between True Lunar Node 10° 41' in
Scorpio and Midheaven 2° 18' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How is our unique and intuitive connection with each other?

This relationship may feel intense and your emotional connection is profound.

You may have brilliant ideas when you work together and both feel as if you’re tapping
into a larger, divinely inspired, creative force.

You are also intuitively connected to each other and may frequently finish each other’s
sentences, or not even need to.

There is a lot of empathy and psychic connection between the two of you and you may
feel as if you are always on the same page.

Although you have a strong intiuitive bond and can sense each other’s intentions with
dynamic energy, verbal communication may be lacking in the relationship.

It’s important not to overlook this type of communication while you both also develop
your psychic connection to each other.

This answer is related to a composite conjunction between Uranus 26° 27' in Capricorn and
Neptune 23° 8' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help each other to attract new opportunities related to
destiny and purpose?

This can be an ideal placement for romance and soul mates.

Love and attraction may bring the two of you together, but whether or not you realize it,
you both have an important role to play in each other’s lives.

This relationship can inspire you both to attract new opportunities that lead to your
personal advancement.

You may both also find it easier to break with tradition and make dramatic changes that
help you align with your higher purpose.

This relationship can teach you both about your higher potential. You may think that love
and affection are all you both need, yet when you work together you’ll discover that you
both have untapped talents and potential you’ve previously overlooked.

With each other’s help, you can both discover your true passion, and you may support each
other as you both make life changing decisions.

This answer is related to a composite trine between Venus 8° 23' in Cancer and True Lunar
Node 10° 41' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we influence each other’s passionate mission through
hard work and vigilance?

You are both ambitious and determined to succeed.

Through this relationship you can both become focused and find your path through
difficult situations. Even when you face limitations together, you both help each other
make the most of the resources you have.

This relationship can also help you both find the missing puzzle piece as you try to put
together winning strategies that will help you succeed.

As a couple you may seem unstoppable. You can both motivate and inspire each other.
You may also look to each other as important mentors.

This relationship helps you both channel your motivation and practical strategies as well as
your creative talents so you can both stay ahead of the curve.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Saturn 14° 10' in Pisces and Pallas 15°
26' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we nurture our shared mission and purpose?

You are likely to frustrate each other.

Though you have a shared destiny, your sense of purpose may be frustrated by discomfort
and the need to take risks that you both don’t feel prepared for.

You may both have to put some effort into working through insecurities and fears related
to being alienated or abandoned.

When you both put the effort into working through these fears and insecurities, you can
better understand the role you play in helping each other strive for fulfillment and success.

This relationship offers you both important lessons related to being true to your higher
purpose while also nurturing each other’s growth and success.

This answer is related to a composite square between True Lunar Node 10° 41' in Scorpio
and Ceres 11° 51' in Aquarius

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring discipline and order to each other’s plans
through communication?

You both easily help each other think in practical ways.

You may remind each other of limitations and boundaries, but you are both also able to
help each other bring your plans to fruition.

Through this relationship, you both challenge each other’s thinking and mindset.

You can help each other create routines and enhance each other’s willpower so that you’ll
succeed in your shared goals.

You help each other make commitments and neither of you will make a commitment you
can’t keep.

Even if you don’t speak excessively to each other, when you do communicate, you make
sure every word counts.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Mercury 16° 3' in Capricorn and Saturn
14° 10' in Pisces

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help each other express subconscious emotions?

You are both likely to help each other express your deeper emotions and can easily relate
to each other.

This relationship provides a secure space for you both to share your intuitive insights and
express your desires and needs.

You know how to nurture and comfort each other. Even if you both give some guidance or
feedback, it doesn’t take much for each of you to meet each other’s needs for emotional
comfort and security.

You also easily understand and respond to each other’s ideas of ideal comfort in home and
family. You know how to create comfort and help each other feel right at home.

This answer is related to a composite trine between Moon 12° 12' in Virgo and Mercury 16°
3' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we inspire each other’s vision, philosophy and dreams?

You both uplift each other and help each other to develop greater confidence and
determination.

Your relationship can be passionate, uplifting and inspiring. Yet you don’t get carried away
with extreme ideas or zealoutry. Rather, you help each other see strategies to bring justice
and healing to society.

The two of you can find it easy to relate to each other because of a sense of shared
philosophy and shared morals. You are both generous with each other and can inspire each
other’s ideals.

You may also help each other embrace a path involving spiritual growth, writing and
publishing as well as teaching or mentoring crowds of people. You help each other
discover new worlds either through studying together or traveling together or both.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Sun 29° 6' in Capricorn and Jupiter 26°
12' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we blend healing and commitment?

You both easily understand how to nurture each other’s deeper desires and emotional
needs.

This is an ideal relationship for romance, and you may easily commit to helping each other
find healing and connection.

You are both likely to pour your energy and emotion into the relationship and easily help
each other feel fulfilled.

This relationship can also help you both commit to facilitating healing and growth.
Through this relationship you can create a deep and emotional bond.

It’s easy for you to both commit to nurturing each other’s healing process as well. You can
both serve as inspiration for each other’s healing and growth as well.

This relationship is ideal for helping you both commit to a healing and spiritual path
together.

This answer is related to a composite trine between Neptune 23° 8' in Capricorn and Juno
24° 37' in Taurus

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we navigate intense and unexpected change together?

You are both attracted to each other’s intense and unique energy.

This relationship may lead you both to go to extremes during times of change, feeling as if
you have to adapt by taking an all-or-nothing standpoint.

While that may be the case sometimes, you can both be instrumental in helping each other
to recognize when moderation is the way to go and when extreme and all-encompassing
transformation is inevitable.

This relationship can bring change and creativity into your lives but may also lead you
both through intense territory as you face inner fears together and recreate your path as a
couple.

You may both have the sense that you are repeatedly regenerating your identities and
purpose.

Yet you can both serve as powerful emotional and spiritual supports for each other in this
process.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Uranus 26° 27' in Capricorn and Pluto
28° 39' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we break with convention in showing our commitment?

You are both likely to create an exciting, unconventional and quirky relationship.

Though you are devoted to each other and faithful for the long run, dramatic and erratic
events may give your relationship an unorthodox and shocking quality.

You may live at a distance from each other or have an unusual way of expressing your
devotion to each other.

This relationship is far from the traditional, quiet, marriage. Yet the two of you are easily
able to express your unique style of showing love and commitment even if others shake
their head in confusion.

It only adds to both of your excitement to know that yours is a relationship others don’t
fully understand.

You’re both drawn to each other in part because of the eccentric and quirky nature you
both share. 

This answer is related to a composite trine between Uranus 26° 27' in Capricorn and Juno
24° 37' in Taurus

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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12andus.com

How does this relationship serve as a turning point in the way
you both view love and romance?

You are both likely to enter each other’s lives in some seemingly small and unassuming
way.

Yet you both have a dramatic impact on each other. You may both alter the way you see
love and relationships.

An unexpected breakthrough can help you both find the connection and love you’ve been
looking for.

You can also both easily help each other make the most of unexpected changes and
milestones.

This relationship can bring inspiration, love and support that helps you both feel secure
even amidst tumultuous changes and crises.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Venus 8° 23' in Cancer and Pholus 10°
27' in Virgo

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we work to materialize our desires and purpose?

This relationship helps you both align for your Karmic mission and purpose.

Through your connection to each other you may both find a clear and power path to
overcoming hardship and striving to reach your higher goals.

Your shared vision may revolve around overcoming limitations and finding power in
restrictions or hardships. Challenges can help you both overcome past limitations.

You can help each other work together to thrive and evolve as you grow to fulfill a shared
destiny. You both may have a spiritual connection that helps you release Karmic
challenges and learn important lessons that relate to your shared mission.

This answer is related to a composite trine between Saturn 14° 10' in Pisces and True Lunar
Node 10° 41' in Scorpio

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring beauty, love and nurturing into each other’s
lives?

You are both likely to easily attract each other’s attention.

This is a great placement for nurturing, love, compassion and romance. You both
recognize each other’s beauty and may value each other’s support and input.

You also both know how to soothe each other’s subconscious fears and insecurities. Your
mutual support and kindness can easily create a caring friendship or unconditionally loving
partnership.

Regardless of the exact nature of the relationship, you both know how to bring beauty,
love and understanding into each other’s lives.

You may be an easygoing couple that seldom if ever argues because you’re both willing to
compromise in order to please and comfort each other.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Moon 12° 12' in Virgo and Venus 8°
23' in Cancer

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring morality and spirituality together in this
relationship?

You both have deep fondness and love for each other.

This relationship is based on a sense of idealism and morality yet also on emotional
connection and even a sense of spiritual alignment.

You help each other advance intuitively and may bring healing and confidence into each
other’s lives.

You can also help inspire each other’s greater mission and this relationship can be great for
romance. In career, you can help each other rise to recognition because of your creativity
and wisdom.

You can both enhance each other’s artistic nature as well. This relationship amplifies your
shared ability to express your subconscious desires.

Through this connection you may find romantic fulfillment as well as confidence and
empowerment.

This answer is related to a composite sextile between Jupiter 26° 12' in Scorpio and Neptune
23° 8' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we nurture each other through unexpected changes?

You are both easily motivated by this relationship though unexpected surprises and
shocking changes can create frustration.

You may both have to work through tense dynamics in this relationship as change may
seem threatening to your sense of home and security.

Yet when you work together with creativity and use your gifts of innovation, you can both
find ways to push each other outside of your comfort zones.

This is a great relationship for helping you two to reinvent your priorities especially when
it comes to home and family.

You may serve as catalysts in each other’s lives, helping to push each other out of your
comfort zone and redefine comfort and security.

This answer is related to a composite sesqui-quadrate between Moon 12° 12' in Virgo and
Uranus 26° 27' in Capricorn

Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we channel our energy and will?

Your relationship needs a sense of tradition and structure. Family and home is important
to you both, but you’re not likely to slack at home when there’s work to be done.

You’re an industrious couple. Your relationship thrives when you have work to do. You
may combine your energies and talents and work toward the same goals such as having a
shared business.

You may also work to create a stable and comfortable home.

You’re both likely to enjoy luxuries and pampering, but you also recognize value. Not all
that glitters is gold and when you each have an aspiration to achieve something together,
you’ll sacrifice in order to be able to meet your needs.

You need to be able to count on each other and reliability is huge in this relationship.

Any inconsistency, drama or erratic behavior can undermine the connection you feel to
each other. You both may need a traditional setting to explore this relationship.

Be it a place that reminds you of the past, a historic quaint town or a location with ties to
your family or heritage, neither of you will ever truly be separate from the nostalgia of the
past.

This answer is related to your composite Sun 29° 6' in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

What is the outward image we project?

This relationship brings stability and a sense of tradition and security to both of your lives.

There may be a business connection between the two of you. As a couple you’re at your
best when you share responsibilities and work together.

Your relationship requires patience and a commitment to the same shared goals. Whether
you are building a home, family, or business together, carefully crafting something solid is
essential.

Your relationship thrives on repetition, traditions and reliability. Both of you need to know
you have a solid foundation in order to feel the relationship is strong.

Luckily, you can count on each other through thick and thin, neither one of you is going to
give up without trying all options first. You both need to know the relationship’s
boundaries.

Even toil and challenges encourage the two of you to strengthen your connection to each
other. Adversity makes you both stronger and fuels your commitment.

This answer is related to your composite Sun 29° 6' in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we support each other?

You both need stability and organization in order to feel secure.

The relationship between the two of you requires methodical routines. You can show
support for each other by caring for each other’s health.

Nurturing each other through making healthy meals or encouraging each other to exercise
or make healthy choices also brings nurturing energy to the relationship.

You can feel secure in the relationship with each other because you both want to be of
service to each other and the relationship.

This relationship is a source of practical grounding for you both. Neither of you is likely to
be ego-driven in this relationship. Instead, you seek security by helping each other.

You may also both offer each other criticism because you see this as a way to show your
support and concern. You may not realize how this comes across.

When you’re both showing empathy and compassion for each other in addition to offering
such criticism, it will be seen as support. Otherwise, you run the risk of unintentionally
hurting each other.

This answer is related to your composite Moon 12° 12' in Virgo
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How does our sensitivity expresses in our connection?

You are both sensitive to details in your practical lives together. All the little habits,
routines and tasks throughout the day are significant to you both.

You notice little details about each other. On a positive note, you can each find practical
things to compliment each other about. Try not to get caught up in petty criticisms,
however.

You may nurture each other through practical things like cooking, giving advice, and
encouraging success through small accomplishments.

You may both be health conscious as well. It may be important to each of you to have
solid routines together. Being able to rely on each other is also more important than
excitement and change.

This relationship provides solace and comfort through sharing responsibilities and tasks.
You may be down to earth and humble, being sensitive to ways you can each be of service
to each other.

This answer is related to your composite Moon 12° 12' in Virgo
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we express our intellect?

You are both practical and may have an easy time speaking about your plans and tasks you
need to accomplish.

Your communication style is likely to be restrictive and you’ll both say the minimum you
need to in order to get your point across.

You only feel the need to speak or text to each other if there is a message to get across.
You don’t believe in wasting time with small talk. It suits you both not to be too flowery
with your communication style.

Instead, simple is better and you both can be blunt and to the point. It’s easy for you to
connect over shared interests in career, work, or a shared sense of responsibility.

You easily give each other advice and are drawn to look to the past for guidance. When
matters require deeper emotional communication, this can be difficult.

Neither one of you feels comfortable thinking about and expressing your feelings verbally.
You may both prefer to show your feelings by working to help each other feel secure.

This answer is related to your composite Mercury 16° 3' in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we express love and desire for each other?

Your relationship is dependent on strong emotional connection. You feel at home with
each other.

You both desire affection, security, and romance. This can be a great relationship for both
love and also for starting a family.

When you are intimate with each other, you prefer slow, sensual, nurturing and traditional
expression of sexuality rather than kinky or extreme experimentation.

You both may fall in love with each other quickly. Nostalgia and sentimentality are
important to your relationship as well.

You may frequently share love tokens and souvenirs of your relationship. Even early in the
relationship, you may both become eager to plan a family or share a home together.

Sensitivity is important in this relationship. You both are susceptible to taking everything
too personally. Yet your instinctive nature as a couple allows you both to understand each
other’s needs and feelings.

You’ll both try to care for each other by surprising each other with gifts or making each
other’s favorite meals.

This answer is related to your composite Venus 8° 23' in Cancer
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

What's our sexual attitude?

You both share an intense passion for excitement and admiration. Your sex life needs to
be an expression of your individual nature.

It can be challenging for each of you to share the spotlight when it comes to sexual
pleasure and taking turns focusing on each other is essential.

Otherwise, one or both of you are likely to feel neglected. As a couple you can have a
grandiose appearance, either being the life of the party or a source of dramatic scenes.

You can both turn the heat of conflict into the spark of passion and arguments may
transition to sexual encounters. Sex can also help sort out the tensions and frustrations of
an argument after the fact.

You both need to feel admired and adored in order to feel sexually attracted to each other.

If one or both of you are feeling insecure personally, sex may be out of the question until
your confidence is restored.

This answer is related to your composite Mars 11° 32' in Leo
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring luck and expansion into each other’s lives?

The sexual chemistry in this relationship is amplified. You both easily stimulate each
other’s attraction energy.

When you work together, you help empower each other. You may also find it easy to help
each other transform and become more intuitive, spiritual and confident.

You can excel as colleagues and romantic partners, just be careful not to compete with
each other.

It’s easy for you both to read between the lines and sense what each partner is feeling on a
subconscious level. You can also both inspire each other to let your guard down.

You feel secure together and may share secrets you’ve never disclosed to anyone else. It’s
important for you both to protect each other’s vulnerability and not seek to manipulate
each other.

Your shared desire for power and status can lead you to become perfectionists, striving to
be a power couple, particularly in business and career.

This answer is related to your composite Jupiter 26° 12' in Scorpio
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring structure into each other’s lives? Or What is
our relationship Karma?

There is more to your connection than what meets the eye, yet you both may overlook this
at first.

You may experience Karmic lessons together related to embracing emotion, healing, and
spirituality. You may struggle to really let go and share intimate moments together.

If you both insist on keeping rigid boundaries, this relationship can become superficial.

Yet there is potential for a much deeper connection. It can be important for you to both let
your defenses down so you can explore creativity and spirituality together.

You may both try too hard to keep your emotions and impulses under control. Yet this can
lead you to not be true to who you really are.

One of the lessons of this relationship is intimacy but without losing your individual
identities either.

Try not to fear being consumed by or lost in this relationship. You potentially have much
love, romance and compassion to share with each other.

This answer is related to your composite Saturn 14° 10' in Pisces
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How does our relationship create instability and exciting change?

It seems to others that you are both constantly trying to create stability yet your
circumstances are continually changing.

Your work or career path may be disrupted by the relationship or you both may be
involved in unconventional work that is disruptive or chaotic.

Whether an on call schedule or rolling schedule changes, it can be difficult for the two of
you to plan for finance and stability.

If you are both patient with each other, this can be fulfilling and exciting. Yet if you are
trying to establish a solid foundation, you may find this partnership to be frustrating.

You may also challenge each other’s sense of image and professional roles. This
relationship can expose you both to ideas that transform your professional goals.

You are inclined to challenge each other’s traditions and help each other break away from
old rules and standards that had been stifling.

This answer is related to your composite Uranus 26° 27' in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we show each other compassion and deep healing?

You show your affection and love through balancing your emotional connection with
practical nurturing.

You can work your best magic together when you’re united around shared traditions, work
or tasks.

You may feel responsible for each other’s emotional wellbeing. This can be draining at
times but in the best case scenario, it can also lead you both to set healthy limits.

Respecting each other’s boundaries and showing your compassion and love can help you
both find healing and inspiration in this relationship.

You may feel drawn to the past or feel as if you have Karmic issues to work through
together.

In a professional relationship, you can both bring greater creativity and imagination into
each other’s career path. You may also help each other contain your inspiration and
emotion.

Manifesting success through channeling deeply suppressed feelings is the ultimate goal. Be
careful to not stifle each other’s emotional needs or drown each other in sentimentality.

This answer is related to your composite Neptune 23° 8' in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help each other find power and transformation?

Your relationship is intense, dramatic and life changing.

The sexual chemistry between the two of you is sizzling and may be obvious to all who see
you. This can be a professional or personal relationship, yet there is a sexual element to it.

You may ignite each other’s desires and passions yet this relationship is not without its
power struggles.

If you are able to both feel secure together and not feel the urge to compete with each
other, this can be a profoundly transformative relationship.

In career, you can help each other make significant changes and let go of barriers and
fears that keep you stuck.

In personal relationships, you’ll have to define your boundaries. It will be challenging to
keep perspective if sexual intimacy becomes part of the relationship.

You both need to feel as if you can trust each other and regardless of whether a
commitment is desired you are both sensitive to betrayal or deception.

In romance and love, you both need to feel needed in the relationship. Be careful not to
encourage dependency or obsession in this connection.

This answer is related to your composite Pluto 28° 39' in Scorpio
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring each other closer to our destiny?

You both help each other to delve deeper beneath the surface and discover your true
passions and purpose.

With the insight and intuition you offer each other, both of you can derive deep meaning
from this relationship.

Intimacy is a marker of this relationship, even if you are not romantically or sexually
involved. You both have a knack for looking beyond illusions and can help offer each
other healing and empowerment.

It is challenging for the two of you to let go of control and embrace your destinies, but
your connection to each other can help you both find the momentum you need to embrace
spontaneous changes on your path.

You can sense what each other really feels and needs, and this can help you both serve as a
valuable wise guide to each other throughout the relationship.

This answer is related to your composite True Lunar Node 10° 41' in Scorpio
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we translate past wounds into special wisdom and
healing for others?

The two of you can help each other become more grounded, organized and health
conscious.

The two of you may feel misunderstood or imperfect in some way until you meet each
other. This relationship helps you both recognize how efficient and productive you can be.

This is a great relationship for a work collaboration. The two of you may have felt too
spontaneous, impractical and disillusioned in the past. But the relationship you have to
each other helps you both become sensible and reliable.

If you’ve had a hard time trusting in others in the past, this relationship can help to heal
wounds related to inconsistency and others’ unreliability in the past.

Because you are dedicated to each other and have a knack for noticing small details and
helping each other feel secure and protected, you can help each other overcome traumas
from the past.

In particular, you may both struggle with relying on other people and may have a habit of
trying to be perfect and do everything all on your own. But this relationship begins to
reverse these cycles.

This answer is related to your composite Chiron 20° 24' in Virgo
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we express our pure emotion and deal with inner rage?

The two of you may be suspicious of attempts at verbal seduction. You may both crave
and resent sweet talking in the relationship.

You both know how to talk your way into each other’s hearts, but because you individually
know how to get your way using your wit and diplomacy, you also second guess each
other’s sincerity.

You look to each other to find reassurance, excitement and positive encouragement yet
you may also rebel against each other’s ideas and communication.

When it comes to sexuality, you both want to try to keep a distance. You may flirt openly
with each other and then go cold when things start to get serious.

You both fear the other having too much control or influence over your mind, attitudes,
and circle of friends.

This answer is related to your composite Lilith 2° 3' in Gemini
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we express our potential for nurturing?

The two of you find unique and personalized ways to nurture each other.

Though your habits may seem strange to other people, you have a knack for surprising
each other in special and unconventional ways.

Though neither of you likes to be emotionally smothered, you both need to feel nurtured
through intellectual stimulation and excitement.

You know how to provide the right kind of intense intellectual connection that helps keep
the two of you feeling recognized and appreciated.

Your efforts to show love and affection can also be erratic. You may be intensely devoted
to each other at one moment but then seem distant the next.

Yet it works for the two of you because you both also need to balance your desires for
connection and love with your desire for breathing room.

One of your favorite ways to nurture each other is to challenge each other’s expectations.

You both have a gift for opening each other’s minds to new and unusual ideas and this is
fulfilling for both of you.

This answer is related to your composite Ceres 11° 51' in Aquarius
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we strategize to bring justice and to fight for what we
believe in?

You can be instrumental in helping each other succeed in business or career.

This is a great placement for family or professional relationships. Yet even in romantic
relationships, the two of you help each other create winning strategies for finance and
career.

You balance vision and maturity to help each other achieve your dreams.

The two of you have a keen sense of timing. You may come into each other’s lives at a
critical turning point and influence each other in positive ways as you both set a solid
foundation.

You may also help each other become more grounded or connect with traditions or to the
past.

Through your connection to each other, you are able to influence each other to find self-
discipline and motivation.

In a family relationship, you can help bridge the past generations with new understanding
and fresh perspective.

This answer is related to your composite Pallas 15° 26' in Capricorn
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we show our devotion and potential for marriage or
romantic commitments?

You show devotion and commitment to each other in classy, romantic and sensual ways.

You are both likely to value marriage and stability, yet you have no problem setting the
ground work and taking your time to get to this phase.

This can be a loving, nurturing and practical relationship that ages well and becomes
stronger and more committed with time.

Your path to marriage will likely involve a great deal of tradition. When you two do
innovate, you bring creativity and unique artistic elements into your marriage.

You may have a memorable courtship followed by a proposal but only after you’ve seen
each other through thick and thin.

When you both know the time is right, you’ll progress into a marriage that is loving,
protective and drama-free.

You may enjoy domestic life together and will have a comfortable and luxurious home
that you love to use as a hub of gatherings entertaining your friends.

This answer is related to your composite Juno 24° 37' in Taurus
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help each other find clarity, purity and positive
habits?

You are both devoted to providing security and stability to each other in this relationship.

You may be devoted to each other because of a sense of moral responsibility. Caring for
each other and providing for each other is a spiritually uplifting experience for you both.

You may have a great connection through work, business or as teachers or family. In
romance, you may have devote yourselves to upholding traditions together.

You instill in each other a sense of comfort and stability. You may also both help each
other to committing to regular routines that empower your relationship.

You are both willing to work hard to establish a solid long term connection and both take
the relationship seriously.

You both may feel like you have a karmic connection to each other. This relationship may
not always be easy.

Yet even through obstacles, you both play an important role in helping each other walk in
alignment with your spiritual ideals.

This answer is related to your composite Vesta 21° 25' in Capricorn
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help each other dramatically change course and
navigate crises?

You both may want to act like the bandages that stop each other’s wounds from bleeding.

Yet you can also become explosive toward each other when you feel your partner has let
down your expectations of perfection and security.

You seek comfort from keeping yourselves locked into consistent routines. Yet when you
are both taken by surprise, the desire to maintain control can trigger resentments toward
each other.

You’ll both need to work to not let the small details swallow you whole. Your relationship
brings out your desires for perfection.

When you have to face milestone changes, you may feel as if obsessing over small details
will ensure safe passage through challenging waters. Yet this can bring frustrations and
tensions to a boil in the relationship.

If you are both able to analyze new uncharted situations and work together as a team, there
is nothing you can’t conquer.

This answer is related to your composite Pholus 10° 27' in Virgo
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

What triggers our sexual arousal and obsessions?

You are both aroused by restriction and challenges.

Abstinence, or periods of reduced sexual activity may be an aspect of increasing your
sexual desire for each other. You may both also get a thrill out of delaying sexual
encounters.

You may be turned on by fantasies related to status and wealth. You may also both enjoy
engaging in sexual play related to exploring control and discipline.

This can indicate a shared arousal connected to accomplishment at work. If you are
colleagues or boss and subordinate, this can be an enticing relationship.

You may also both enjoy playing out this scenario. Pleasure mixed with restriction, such
as playing with handcuffs or tying each other to the bed, can also be quite arousing for the
two of you.

You may also be attracted to the past. Vintage lingerie, older styles clothing or hairstyles,
or scenery associated with the past or tradition can be arousing for you both.

This answer is related to your composite Eros 6° 13' in Capricorn
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we help each other achieve our personal ambitions?

You are both hard working and appear to others to be a traditional, conservative couple.

You may be viewed by others as reserved and detached, as you don’t usually show
affection or emotion publicly.

This can be a great relationship for business or career as well as you both know how to
create a solid foundation for each other.

You are both seen as wise and may be assumed to be older than you truly are. Others are
impressed with your stoic exterior.

You are both cautious and resistant to impulsive decisions. Others see you both as
practical and may not initially realize you are a couple.

You keep your personal business personal and are careful to not air your grievances to
others.

Yet you are reliable and always there for each other. You are patient with each other and
aren’t in a hurry to make decisions.

Yet when you do commit, your commitment to each other is solid and intended for the
long run.

This answer is related to your composite Ascendant 16° 42' in Capricorn
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we further each other’s career and reputations?

You may both be intense, dynamic and have a reputation for being a sizzling couple with
powerful chemistry.

You are both likely to help each other succeed in careers related to finance, counseling,
leadership, or other industries related to death, transformation, and power.

You may have a reputation for being passionate, protective, nurturing but also jealous and
possessive of each other.

Others will come to expect you to both keep your own secrets and the air of mystery
around the two of you makes the relationship even more intriguing.

You can both create drama in the relationship and you’ll only let others see any instability
in the relationship when you want to reveal this.

Others may be surprised that all was not perfect, yet will come to learn that this
relationship may follow a cycle of breaking up and making up.

You can be dynamic and may be obsessed with each other but also sabotage the
relationship if you’re not careful.

This answer is related to your composite Midheaven 2° 18' in Scorpio
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we bring out each other’s talents and creativity?

You easily bring out each other’s talents and creativity as you support each other’s personal
goals and ambitions.

You may immediately be attracted to each other because of an interest in each other’s
unique talents. The traits that make you both unique will instantly appeal to the other and
you may see each other as having the key to helping you both evolve personally.

You can help each other grow and develop your strengths and talents. You easily show
your support of each other’s destinies in overt and transparent ways.

You may also encourage each other to show your strengths and talents openly and can be
clear about the goals that are close to your sense of identity.

This answer is related to your composite Sun in the 1st house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:
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Composite Relationship Reading for Alice and Bob
12andus.com

How do we nurture each other’s subconscious feelings?

You can both help to nurture each other through a process of healing and transformation.

This relationship can be intense, you both have a deep connection to each other and may
seem psychically connected. You can also both easily help each other find rebirth and
empowerment with each other’s help.

You instinctively understand how to speak to each other on a deep level, giving each other
a sense of empowerment, confidence and appealing to each other’s desires and hidden
fantasies.

This answer is related to your composite Moon in the 8th house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we communicate and connect intellectually?

You stimulate each other’s interests in spirituality, healing and the arts.

Your communication style tends to be more symbolic than intellectual. You may have an
intense psychic connection to each other. You can also help each other express your
subconscious emotions as well as clearing and purging old wounds.

Through your communication style you may find it easier to connect with each other
through symbols, the arts, and images rather than through conventional kinds of
discussions. You may also feel like you’re reading each other’s minds.

But you can help each other express your ideals and desires if you are patient with each
other. You’ll both have to be careful to avoid illusions and projecting your wounds onto
each other.

This answer is related to your composite Mercury in the 12th house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we show our love and compassion for each other?

You show your appreciation and love of each other by paying careful attention to the
details of each other’s likes and dislikes.

You may not overtly express your compassion and love for each other. Instead, you act
quietly behind the scenes to show you care about each other by tending to each other’s
needs. You can also nurture each other through practical details that you notice about each
other.

This relationship can be a source of stability and security. You are concerned with making
each other comfortable through acts of service and devote yourselves to sharing kindness
through concrete actions.

You may help each other solve problems and support each other’s work and daily routines.
This helps you both create a stable foundation for each other.

This answer is related to your composite Venus in the 6th house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we find focus and motivation together?

You are both focused on creating clarity and focus in your relationships to others.

This partnership can help you both feel an intense attraction to each other. You may be
obsessed with each other. Though you deeply desire harmony and balance, it’s hard for
you both to hold space for each other.

This relationship offers lessons related to striking a balance between what you both want
for yourself and what you both desire as a couple. This relationship may appeal to you
both on a physical level as well as an emotional one.

You can help each other become more confident in expressing your passions and devotion
to each other. You can play an important role in bringing beauty and affection into each
other’s lives.

This answer is related to your composite Mars in the 7th house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we bring luck, abundance and success into each other’s
lives?

You are both likely to bring pleasure and luck into each other’s lives when it comes to
career.

This relationship can help you both rise in status. You can help each other attract
abundance and wealth through your professional path. You may both help each other
make lucky connections that help expand your audience and propel you to career success.

Through this connection you can both also draw on your ideals to pave a way forward in a
career that aligns with your philosophical and spiritual mission. You may also support each
other’s professional growth in careers that involve travel and exploring new ideas and
places.

This answer is related to your composite Jupiter in the 10th house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we face restrictions and discipline?

You both value order, discipline and restraint.

You help each other endure challenges and hardships by helping each other set boundaries.
Through limitations, you both help each other understand how to best use your energy.
You help each other find practical and reasonable ways to deal with restrictions and
limitations.

Through this connection you can help each other to appreciate your shared wisdom and
experience. Even difficulties and challenges can test you both to show your resolve and
patience.

You both have a gift for helping each other navigate difficulties.

Your connection to each other can be rooted in your shared gift for nurturing each other’s
priorities during challenging times.

This answer is related to your composite Saturn in the 2nd house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we rebel against tradition and embrace change?

You can inspire each other to embrace change and rebel against convention.

You can encourage each other to make radical changes to your appearance. A quirky and
unconventional image or physical appearance can lead the two of you to stand out from
the crowd.

You may have an easy time exploring new things and may be seen as trend setting and
innovative by others. You are known to follow your own instincts and have an unusual and
unconventional style of expressing yourselves.

You can help each other experience creative and inspired breakthroughs. You are both
quirky and have an unusual physical presence that others immediately notice.

This answer is related to your composite Uranus in the 1st house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we inspire each other’s dreamy and mystical nature?

You openly inspire each other’s dreamy and mystical nature.

This relationship can be a source of compassion and empathy as you are both easily able to
outwardly show your love for each other. You may have an instant and immediate
connection that you both feel.

Through this relationship you both openly share your affectionate and loving side with
each other. You are quick to embrace each other’s ideals and higher vision. This
relationship can help you both express your unconditional love for each other as well.

You are both highly sensitive to each other and may easily intuit what each other are
feeling. This relationship can help you both open up to your mystical and psychic nature.
You can help each other express your deeper emotional connection to each other,
validating each other’s visions and intuition even if others don’t fully understand your
shared mission.

This answer is related to your composite Neptune in the 1st house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How are we catalysts for powerful transformation in each other’s
lives?

You both bring dramatic and intense changes and transformation into each other’s lives.

You can help each other transform your friendships and can bring empowerment and
focus into each other’s lives. You can influence each other to explore new social networks.

You may both stand out as leaders or authorities that garner respect and admiration of
your friends and colleagues. This relationship can help you both sense what is on the
cutting edge in terms of new technologies or trends.

You may both have an uncanny knack for determining what trends are breaking on the
horizon. You can help each other breakaway from convention and transform your
perceptions of what is possible. You help each other channel creativity and unique vision
in powerful and intense ways.

This answer is related to your composite Pluto in the 11th house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How do we help each other to evolve and fulfill our shared
purpose?

You can both be instrumental in helping each other pursue a shared mission or purpose
through your career path.

You may inspire each other to evolve and develop as your career path shifts to grow with
your personal beliefs and shared vision. You can help each other fulfill your higher destiny
and others recognize you both as having an instrumental role to play in helping each other
grow professionally.

Your public image is likely to evolve and grow as you both find your higher purpose. You
may both be seen by others as a couple on a mission. You’re both public and open about
your ideals and your passions as it relates to your higher purpose.

This answer is related to your composite True Lunar Node in the 10th house.
Importance of this answer for Alice and Bob:

*****
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How does this relationship help us both heal core wounds?

You help each other heal from wounds related to loss, sexuality and power.

You may be instrumental in helping each other reclaim your sexual power or overcoming
wounds related to manipulation. You can help each other create understanding and
perspective surrounding losses, crisis and personal tragedies.

It’s easy for you to both hold space for each other’s grief and fears. You may have to
struggle to help each other find transformation but once you begin to turn pain and fears
into empowering change, you’ll both be able to shift from seeing yourselves as victims to
seeing yourselves as powerful healers and leaders.

This answer is related to your composite Chiron in the 8th house.
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How do we channel our subconscious desires toward creativity
and rebellion?

You bring out each other’s raw power through your shared creativity.

You can be competitive, but you also use your confidence and desire to take risks and
thrive as a way to channel your unique energy and deep hidden feelings. You both
encourage and inspire each other.

You can help each other to transform your desires and fears into works of art or fuel for
musical or theatrical performances. You both have a dramatic flair and can bring humor
and charisma into the relationship. You’re also both likely to express your true desires in
unrestrained, liberated and dramatic ways.

This answer is related to your composite Lilith in the 5th house.
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How do we express our nurturing sides in this relationship?

You nurture each other in this relationship by sharing your compassion and empathy
openly.

You are both easily able to help each other find comfort and security. You may also
physically embody the love and comfort you want each other to feel. This relationship is
accepting and welcoming.

You both understand how to tend to each other’s needs for safety and affection. You may
try to help each other as caretakers, and you help to build up each other’s confidence in
your own ambitions and interests.

You can help each other assert your needs and may role model healthy boundaries and
attentiveness. You help each other create comfort in the relationship and are likely to be
openly affectionate with each other.

This answer is related to your composite Ceres in the 1st house.
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Where do we help each other focus on strategies to lead others
toward change?

Your shared intellectual energy, focus and problem-solving skills are best used to help
each other undergo spiritual awakenings.

This relationship can help you both sort through illusions and find the truth of the matter.
You may also recognize patterns and connections that help you both to recognize your
higher wisdom and intuition. Through this relationship you can help each other create
strategies that relate to emotional and spiritual healing.

This can be a good relationship for you both to find the inspiration and courage you need
to sort through spiritual wounds and find greater healing and connection. Through your
connection to each other you can find strategies to succeed in overcoming addictions,
illusions and limiting beliefs.

This answer is related to your composite Pallas in the 12th house.
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How do we channel our loyalty and devotion?

You can help each other feel secure in your homelife together.

This relationship brings out the loyalty and faithfulness you both feel for each other and
for the people you consider family. Through this relationship you can help each other
become more grounded as you both nurture each other’s sense of security and stability.

You are loyal and committed to creating the type of comfortable homelife that you both
crave. This connection can also help you both overcome fears of abandonment and
alienation. Through your connection to each other you help to affirm the stability, love
and affection that comes from feeling anchored to shared desires and traditions.

This answer is related to your composite Juno in the 4th house.
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In what areas of life are we best able to act in service to others?

You are both devoted to a sacred mission that is an outward and open part of your
relationship.

You may also put your shared sense of mission first and foremost, sacrificing what you
both would want for yourselves and devoting yourselves to a cause of service. Healing and
sacrifice are important aspects of this relationship.

Others may see you both as self-effacing, committed instead to creating routines and
rituals that help others connect with their higher vision and spiritual purpose.

You may both feel inspired by some idea of purity or cleansing that is part of your regular
rituals and practices. This can also show in your appearance or habits together as you may
share an intense interest in following practices that relate to spiritual healing.

This answer is related to your composite Vesta in the 1st house.
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What areas of life can we experience dramatic change with an
irreversible impact?

You can help each other face dramatic transformation and work through major turning
points together.

Through this relationship you both find empowerment and perspective. You help each
other release past fears and insecurities. Your intuition helps you both pick up on small
details that have dramatic ramifications.

You can both become obsessed with shared wealth, security and resources, especially
during times of dramatic change. Small changes you both make can lead to cataclysmic
changes. You are called to help each other embrace transformation.

You may also help each other navigate major changes and turning points that help you
both to unleash your sexual power and find greater clarity on what you desire. Your
relationship to each other can bring courage and focus in the midst of dramatic shifts and
upsetting changes.

This answer is related to your composite Pholus in the 8th house.
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How do we express our desires and obsession for each other?

You can help each other explore sexual desires and fantasies related to spirituality.

Illusions and fantasies feature prominently in your sexual connection to each other. For
this reason, role play, and sexual games may be an important part of your fascination with
each other.

This relationship allows you both to explore the hidden desires that require you both to use
your imagination. But creativity is an essential part of your sexual interests and through a
shared love of sharing your affection and empathy with each other you’re able to foster a
deep, spiritual connection.

This answer is related to your composite Eros in the 12th house.
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